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2016-05-05 Alasdair Fotheringham The first
detailed account of the Festina affair, which
ripped apart the 1998 Tour de France and
irrevocably changed cycling. The Tour de
France is always one of the sporting calendar's
most spectacular and dramatic events. But the
1998 Tour provided drama like no other. As the
opening stages in Ireland unfolded, the Festina
team's soigneur Willy Voet was arrested on the
French–Belgian border with a car-load of drugs.
Raid after police raid followed, with arrest after
arrest hammering the Tour. In protest, there
were riders' strikes and go-slows, with several
squads withdrawing en masse and one
expelled. By the time the Tour reached Paris,
just 96 of the 189 starters remained. And of
those 189 starters, more than a quarter were
later reported to have doped. The 1998 'Tour de
Farce's' status as one of the most scandal-
struck sporting events in history was
confirmed. Voet's arrest was just the beginning
of sport's biggest mass doping controversy –
what became known as the Festina affair. It all
but destroyed professional cycling as the
credibility of the entire sport was called into
question and the cycling family began to split
apart. And yet, ironically, the 1998 Tour was
also one of the best races in years. The End of
the Road is the first English-language book to
provide in-depth analysis and a colourful
evocation of the tumultuous events during the
1998 Tour. Alasdair Fotheringham uncovers,
step by step, how the world's biggest bike race

sank into a nightmarish series of scandals that
left the sport on its knees. He explores its long-
term consequences – and what lessons, if any,
were learned.

2003 Jeff Savage Provides an overview of the
mountain bicycle, along with its main features,
and the competitions in which mountain bikes
participate in.

2018-10-01 Roger Gilles The 1890s was the
peak of the American bicycle craze, and
consumers, including women, were buying
bicycles in large numbers. Despite critics who
tried to discourage women from trying this new
sport, women took to the bike in huge numbers,
and mastery of the bicycle became a metaphor
for women’s mastery over their lives. Spurred
by the emergence of the “safety” bicycle and
the ensuing cultural craze, women’s
professional bicycle racing thrived in the
United States from 1895 to 1902. For seven
years, female racers drew large and
enthusiastic crowds across the country,
including Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis,
Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City,
and New Orleans—and many smaller cities in
between. Unlike the trudging, round-the-clock
marathons the men (and their spectators)
endured, women’s six-day races were tightly
scheduled, fast-paced, and highly competitive.
The best female racers of the era—Tillie
Anderson, Lizzie Glaw, and Dottie
Farnsworth—became household names and

were America’s first great women athletes.
Despite concerted efforts by the League of
American Wheelmen to marginalize the sport
and by reporters and other critics to belittle
and objectify the women, these athletes forced
turn-of-the-century America to rethink strongly
held convictions about female frailty and
competitive spirit. By 1900 many cities began
to ban the men’s six-day races, and it became
more difficult to ensure competitive women’s
races and attract large enough crowds. In 1902
two racers died, and the sport’s seven-year run
was finished—and it has been almost entirely
ignored in sports history, women’s history, and
even bicycling history. Women on the Move
tells the full story of America’s most popular
arena sport during the 1890s, giving these
pioneering athletes the place they deserve in
history. Purchase the audio edition.

2014-12-15 Paul Challen The Tour de France is
one of the most popular sports events in the
world, but it’s not the only thing bicycle racing
has to offer. This text covers all aspects of
cycling, beginning with its history and
concluding with how the next generation of
riders can get involved. Cycling, cyclo-cross,
BMX Supercross, and off-road cycling are just a
few of the topics readers will learn about. “Fast
Fact” fact boxes, sidebars, and colorful
photographs offer a comprehensive learning
experience.

2015-03-10 Roy M. Wallack Do You Want to
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Ride to 100—and Beyond? BIKE FOR LIFE!
Now with training plans, worldwide adventures,
and more than 200 photos Ride a century when
you turn a century: that was the promise Bike
for Life offered when it was first published. A
decade later, this blueprint for using cycling to
achieve exceptional longevity, fitness, and
overall well-being has helped tens of thousands
of cyclists to ride longer and stronger. Now,
nationally-known fitness journalist and lifelong
endurance road and mountain biker Roy M.
Wallack builds upon his comprehensive Bike for
Life plan with even more practical tips and
strategies to keep you riding to 100—and
beyond. Fully updated, revised, and illustrated,
Bike for Life features: - Cutting-edge workout
strategies for achieving best-ever fitness at any
age - Science-based 8- and 16-week Century
training schedules - A radical new workout
method that'll make you fly up the hills - An
anti-aging plan to revive muscularity, strength,
and reaction time - An exclusive 10-step Yoga
for Cyclists routine - Strategies to fix "cyclist's
knee" and "biker's back" - Advice on avoiding
cycling-related impotence and osteoporosis -
Ways to survive mountain lions, bike-jackers,
poison ivy, and headwinds - Handling skills and
bike-fit advice from famous coaches - Tips on
staying motivated with worldwide adventures
and challenges - The Bike for Life hall of fame:
stories of amazing riders in their 60s, 70s, 80s,
and up With oral-history interviews and profiles
of the biggest names of the sport, including:
John Howard, Gary Fisher, Rebecca Rusch, Ned

Overend, Tinker Juarez, Juli Furtado, Marla
Streb, Missy Giove, Johnny G, Eddie B, Mike
Sinyard, and Rich "The Reverend" White.

2011-08-01 Geoff Drake In 1980, there were
exactly four professional bike racers in
America. Six years later, an American cycling
team would wear the coveted yellow jersey of
the Tour de France. And that same team would
go on to win Italy's greatest race--the Giro
d'Italia--only two years later. Team 7-Eleven is
the extraordinary story of how two Olympic
speed skaters, Jim Ochowicz and Eric Heiden,
pulled together a small group of amateur
cyclists and turned them into one of the
greatest cycling teams the sport has known.
From humble beginnings in a barn in
Pennsylvania to soaring victories in the French
Alps, Team 7-Eleven is the complete history
that has never been fully told--until now. The 7-
Eleven Cycling Team--Team 7-Eleven for short--
launched the careers of American cycling
superstars Andy Hampsten, Davis Phinney, Bob
Roll, Ron Kiefel, and many more. It also
changed the cycling world, creating a new team
structure based on multiple stars, unified goals,
and personal sacrifice for the greater good. And
yet at the time it was formed, the number of
American cyclists with world-class experience
could be counted--literally--on one hand. And
the number of American teams that competed
in Europe's biggest races was exactly zero.
Team 7-Eleven is the amazing story of how two
cycling fans found one exceptional sponsor and

created the greatest American cycling team of
its era. Written with the enthusiastic
cooperation of the team members, Team 7-
Eleven will impress cycling fans with behind-
the-scenes stories of the team's founding, its
growing pains, and its lasting success as the
team that established America as a powerhouse
in the world of professional cycling.

2004 Geoffrey Wheatcroft When Henri
Desgrange began a new bicycle road race in
1903, he saw it as little more than a temporary
publicity stunt to promote his newspaper. The
60 cyclists who left Paris to ride through the
night to Lyons that first July had little idea they
were pioneers of the most famous of all bike
races, which would reach its centenary as one
of the greatest sporting events on earth.
Geoffrey Wheatcroft's masterly history of the
Tour de France's first hundred years is not just
a hugely entertaining canter through some
great Tour stories; nor is it merely a homage to
the riders whose names—Coppi, Simpson,
Mercx, Armstrong—are synonymous with the
event's folly and glory. Focusing too on the
race's role in French cultural life, it provides a
unique and fascinating insight into Europe's
20th century.

2008 Donald D. Spencer Sandwiched between
NASCAR's highly-publicized Daytona 500 auto
race and college students' Daytona Beach
Spring Break is Daytona Bike Week. For ten
days in March, Daytona Beach becomes the
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temporary headquarters for around 500,000
motorcyclists and a motorized carnival, the
largest annual party in the Daytona area. This
scrapbook has over 400 full-color photographs
of exceptional bikes and their devoted owners,
body art and leather gear, and snapshots of
bike races, crazy contests, and classic moments
in hangouts like Dirty Harry's, the Boot Hill
Saloon, and Bike Week's famous beer tents.

2016-01-30 James Witherell Since its invention
in the 1860s, the bicycle has had a fascinating
history. Author James Witherell has spent years
collecting the essential, the trivial and
sometimes just downright odd facts that make
up the story of the bicycle. Instead of
composing a narrative history, he's arranged
them in chronological order, painting an
informative, fun and irresistible picture of what
might be mankind's greatest invention.
Witherell has given special emphasis to the
Tour de France.

2018-05-19 Jamie Smith American cycling has a
long tradition of riding and racing on a
shoestring and a prayer. Jamie Smith explores
the domestic side of the world’s biggest
amateur sport in American Pro: The True Story
of Bike Racing in America. American Pro rips
away the thin veneer of professionalism among
domestic racing teams to lay bare the heart and
soul of a struggling sport. Smith traces the arc
of one team’s racing career to discover colorful
personalities, scrappy racing action, humor and

heartbreak. American Pro shows what the sport
demands: the scramble for contracts, the
dynamics of team chemistry, the unending
travel, the Herculean struggle to realize the
dreamall for the love of bike racing. With sharp
humor and insight, Smith uncovers what’s
wrongand what’s rightwith America’s broken
bike racing system. American Pro will
transform how you think of domestic pro racing
through a five-season exposé of the sport we
love.

2019-06-06 Peter Cossins ** WINNER OF THE
CYCLING BOOK OF THE YEAR AT THE 2019
TELEGRAPH SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR
AWARDS** So how do you win a bike race?
Riding as fast as you could for as long as you
could was the main tactic in the early days of
road racing when Grand Tours could be won by
hours. Now a minute's delay thanks to a
puncture could ruin a rider's chances over a
three-week race and the sport is described as
nothing less than chess on wheels. The
intricacies and complexities of cycling are what
makes it so appealing- an eye for opportunity
and a quick mind are just as crucial to success
as a 'big engine' or good form. How do you cope
with crosswinds, cobbles, elbows-out sprints,
weaving your way through a teeming peloton?
Why are steady nerves one of the best weapons
in a rider's arsenal and breakaway artists to be
revered? Where do you see the finest showcase
of tactical brilliance? Peter Cossins takes us on
to the team buses to hear pro cyclists and

directeurs sportifs explain their tactics- when it
went right, when they got it wrong - from
sprinting to summits, from breakaways to
bluffing. Hectic, thrilling, but sometimes
impenetrable - watching a bike race can baffle
as much as entertain. Full Gas is the essential
guide to make sense of all things peloton.

2017-07-02 Sarah Jansen A philosopher returns
to her childhood home to undertake the
"Arizona Trail Race 750." The world's longest
trail bike race, the AZTR runs 750 rugged miles
along the Arizona Trail from Mexico to Utah.
Sarah's amazing story follows a quirky cast of
adventure bike racers, interweaving adventure,
philosophy, Arizona history and family lore.

2014-05 Les Woodland Tour de France: The
Inside Story The Tour de France is the greatest
bike race in the world, but it -began as a
humble promotional gimmick for a floundering
newspaper. More than 100 years later the Tour
still captivates the world and is broadcast to
over 180 countries. How did a few men looking
for some way to save their struggling business
become masters of a giant, successful
enterprise? Les Woodland tells the inside story
of the Tour de France through the prism of the
men who started it, and those who now run it.
As he explores the creation and evolution of the
Tour, he never runs out of those fascinating
illustrative tales that make his books impossible
to put down. This book was originally published
in a slightly altered form in 2009 as Tourmen:
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The Men Who Made the Tour de France. It has
been updated to reflect the events that have
happened since the original publication. About
the author: Les Woodland has been cycling for
50 years and has been writing about cycling
since 1965, when he wrote his first reports for
the British publication Cycling. Since then he
has been a prolific contributor to newspapers,
magazines and radio stations in the U.K. and
Belgium. Mr. Woodland, who currently lives in
France, speaks several of the languages of
cycling: English, Dutch and French."

2012-07-03 John Wilcockson Taking place over
twenty-three days in July and across more than
2,100 miles of smooth blacktop, rough
cobblestones, and punishing mountain terrain,
the Tour de France is the most grueling sports
event in the world. And in 2004, five-time
champion Lance Armstrong set out to achieve
what no other cyclist in the 100-year history of
the race had ever done: win a sixth Tour de
France.Armstrong had four serious challengers
who wanted nothing more than to deny the man
the French call Le Boss from achieving his goal.
The major threat among them was the only
other former Tour de France champion in last
year's race, Germany's Jan Ullrich- The Kaiser.
But when the race was over, Lance Armstrong
once again wore the yellow jersey of victory.

2020-05 Peter Joffre Nye Bike racers were
America’s media darlings less than a century
ago—dashing, eccentric, and very rich

daredevils. Until the 1920s bike races drew
larger crowds than all other American sports
events, including Major League Baseball
games. Prize-winning racer and journalist Peter
Joffre Nye vividly re-creates this period of
sports history, forgotten until now, in Hearts of
Lions, a true story of courage, daring, and
occasional lunacy. Revised, updated, and
expanded, this second edition of Hearts of
Lions is based on interviews with more than
one thousand cyclists whose racing careers
span from 1908 through the 2016 Rio Olympics,
along with interviews with trainers and family
members. Included are stories about Joseph
Magnani, the lone American from southern
Illinois who rode on the dusty roads of Europe
in road racing’s golden era of the 1930s and
1940s; Lance Armstrong, whose rise in the
mid-1990s was eclipsed in the doping era that
still casts a long shadow over the sport; Kristin
Armstrong, a three-time Olympic gold medalist
who set new standards for women in cycling;
and Evelyn “Evie” Stevens, who chucked a Wall
Street career in her mid-twenties to compete in
two Olympics and win several world
championship gold medals. Hearts of Lions is a
colorful, exciting, classic work on the art of
bicycle racing over 140 years against a
backdrop of social, political, and technical
changes.

2017-03-07 Chris Carmichael The Time-
Crunched Cyclist reveals the fastest way to get
fit for road racing, century rides, gravel

grinders, cyclocross, Gran Fondos, and
mountain bike events. With elite cycling coach
Chris Carmichael’s innovative, time-saving
approach, busy cyclists will develop fitness,
speed, and power in just 6 hours a week. Now
powered by Strava, this updated third edition of
The Time-Crunched Cyclist training program
taps into the most popular cycling social
network to help cyclists get fired up to crush
their workouts, one segment at a time. Through
his popular endurance coaching service,
Carmichael noticed that many busy cyclists are
unable to make performance gains using
conventional training methods; they simply
don’t have enough time to train. So CTS
developed a new approachthe Time-Crunched
Training Programto help cyclists achieve
competitive fitness and power without the
impossible time demands of traditional training
methods. The Time-Crunched Cyclist shows
cyclists how to build fitness on a realistic
schedule by tapping the power of high-intensity
interval training (HIIT) workouts. Cyclists learn
the science behind this alternative approach to
training before performing the CTS field tests
to get a baseline reading of their fitness. Nine
comprehensive training plans include effective
time-crunched workouts, nutrition guidelines,
and strength training to develop the speed and
endurance for a wide variety of cycling races
and events. The new Time-Crunched Training
Plans cover: New and Experienced plans for
criteriums, road races, and cyclocross New,
Experienced, and Competitive plans for century
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rides and Gran Fondos Gravel racing and
ultraendurance mountain biking plans
Intermediate and Advanced plans for
commuters This new, third edition integrates
Strava, the popular ride tracking and analysis
program. Powered by Strava, the Time-
Crunched program becomes interactive, social,
highly motivatingand focuses riders on the
training data that matters most. It also adds the
Time-Crunched Diet, a sports nutrition
approach designed to help riders optimize their
power-to-weight ratio with new guidelines on
eating behaviors and delicious recipes from
chefs Michael Chiarello and Matt Accarrino. A
new chapter on hydration and managing heat
stress will show athletes simple ways to avoid
overheating that lead to better performance.
The Time-Crunched Cyclist can help you
capture your best performanceall in the time
you have right now.

2013-03-01 Lee-Anne Trimble Spalding
Describes sport bike races. Provides
information about the history of the sport,
characteristics of the bikes, important events,
and famous riders.

2016-08-15 David Streever Best Bike Rides
Connecticut describes 40 of the greatest
recreational rides in the Connectiut. Road
rides, rail rides, bike paths, and single-track
mountain bike rides all get included. Most rides
are in the 5- to 35-mile range, allowing for
great afternoon outings and family adventures

(though there are plenty of challenging rides in
the mix as well). Best Bike Rides Connecticut
includes a map of each ride, a log of significant
mile points, a text description of the ride, a
start-finish point with nearby motor vehicle
parking, the GPS coordinates of the start-finish
point, and color photos of one of the ride's
features. Also included is information on local
restaurants, lodging, maps, bicycle shops, other
facilities for cyclists, and community resources.

2010-06-01 Leah Garcia Knack Cycling for
Everyone is the ideal new resource for anyone
looking to get introduced, or reintroduced, to
today’s world of cycling. With informative, full-
color photos and tips throughout, it is a step-by-
step, comprehensive guide that helps you
determine which bike is right for you and what
accessories you do and don’t need. It provides
how-to descriptions of all styles of riding—road
biking, mountain biking, commuter cycling, and
touring. And it covers training, long-distance
riding, riding with kids, riding with groups, and
rules of the road. It will get the wheels turning
both under your body and in your head. 400
full-color photos covering City Bikes * Off-Road
Bikes Parts * Equipment * Accessories Helmets
* Shoes * Clothing Changing Flats *
Maintenance

2012-09-01 Chris Carmichael The Time-
Crunched Cyclist reveals the fastest way to get
fit for road racing, century rides, cyclocross,
Gran Fondos, mountain bike events, and multi-

day cycling tours. With elite cycling coach Chris
Carmichael's innovative, time-saving approach,
busy cyclists will develop fitness, speed, and
power in just 6 hours a week. Through his
popular endurance coaching service,
Carmichael noticed that many busy cyclists are
unable to make performance gains using
conventional training methods; they simply
don't have enough time to train. Carmichael
Training Systems developed a new approach--
the Time-Crunched Training Program--to help
cyclists achieve competitive fitness and power
without the impossible time demands of
traditional training methods. The Time-
Crunched Cyclist shows cyclists how to build
fitness on a realistic schedule by tapping the
power of high-intensity interval (HIIT)
workouts. Cyclists learn the science behind this
alternative approach to training before
performing the CTS field tests to get a baseline
reading of their fitness. 8 comprehensive
training plans include effective time-crunched
workouts, nutrition guidelines, and strength
training to develop the speed and endurance
for a wide variety of cycling races and events.
New programs for this second edition bring
cyclists up to speed for cyclocross racing,
mountain bike endurance rides, and show
bicycle commuters how to turn their twice-a-
day rides into effective time-crunched
workouts. The Time-Crunched Cyclist will help
former racers, bicycle commuters, 'cross fans,
and mountain bikers capture their best
performance--all in the time they have right
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now.

2008-09-24 Rick Sapp Many have dreamed of
seeing Florida at a slower pace than through
the windshield of a car whizzing along the
interstate, and yet few have done so. Road
Biking Florida provides an exquisite tour of the
Sunshine State, offering bike routes for every
taste and moment. Each ride—whether along
highways or quiet rural lanes, from short 25-
mile rambles to 100-mile classics—has been
ridden and reviewed personally by local author
Rick Sapp. He highlights not only the unique
features of the road but also the people, the
ecology, and the history of the areas covered.
The author's passion truly brings alive those
halcyon rides under hammocks of oak draped
with Spanish moss, past whitetail deer
munching on acorns, along stretches of white
sand beaches, and through wide expanses of
the Everglades and swamp.

2014-10-01 Rebecca Rusch Rebecca Rusch is
one of the great endurance athletes of our time.
Known today as the Queen of Pain for her
perseverance as a relentlessly fast runner,
paddler, and mountain bike racer, Rusch was a
normal kid from Chicago who abandoned a
predictable life for one of adventure. In her new
book Rusch to Glory: Adventure, Risk &
Triumph on the Path Less Traveled, Rusch
weaves her fascinating life's story among the
exotic locales and extreme conditions that
forged an extraordinary athlete from ordinary

roots. Rusch has run the gauntlet of endurance
sports over her career as a professional athlete-
- climbing, adventure racing, whitewater
rafting, cross-country skiing, and mountain
biking--racking up world championships along
the way. But while she might seem like just
another superhuman playing out a fistful of
aces, her empowering story proves that anyone
can rise above self-doubt and find their true
potential. First turning heads with her rock
climbing and paddling skills, Rusch soon found
herself spearheading adventure racing teams
like Mark Burnett's Eco-Challenge series. As
she fought her way through the jungles of
Borneo, raced camels across Morocco,
threaded the rugged Tian Shan mountains, and
river-boarded the Grand Canyon in the dead of
winter, she was forced to stare down her own
demons. Through it all, Rusch continually
redefined her limits, pushing deep into the pain
cave and emerging ready for the next great
challenge. At age 38, Rusch faced a tough
decision: retire or reinvent herself yet again.
Determined to go for broke, she shifted her
focus to endurance mountain bike racing and
rode straight into the record books at a moment
when most athletes walk away. Rusch to Glory
is more than an epic story of adventure; it is a
testament to the rewards of hard work,
determination, and resilience on the long road
to personal and professional triumph.

2014-06-18 Roll Bob Bob Roll is a former Tour
de France racer, well-known scribe, and race

announcer, and he's back to cause a ruckus!
Bobke II (correctly pronounced "BOOB-kuh")
revisits all of the original journals of Roll's wild
rides and crazy tales about cycling's
uncensored side. When Bobke retired from
competition, his pen continued the crazed
poetic commentary, and Roll's newest additions
cover both topics held reverent in cycling and
also those that are hardly related to the sport.
Bobke tips his cap to the classic riders and
races, takes us on a grueling week of training
with Lance Armstrong, tells the sport as he sees
it, and entertains us with plenty of ditties and
rants in between. It's a zany, often absurd, yet
compelling commotion.

2006 Peter Nye A photographic portrait of what
was the most popular spectator sport in
America during the period from 1900 to 1930:
6-day bicycle racing. It was a big-money sport,
because bets were on. The sport was tough and
the stakes were high, as the most prominent
people in society flocked to Madison Square
Garden to watch the races and place their bets.
This compilation of historic photographs
reproduced in fine duotone detail and
accompanying text paints the complete picture
of this fascinating but almost forgotten era in
American sports.

2015-07-15 Jeanne Nagle For anyone, riding a
bike can be a great way to get some exercise
and fresh air. But some riders want a thrilling,
pulse-pumping ride, whether it's through the
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woods and over the rocks on a mountain bike or
navigating track-based obstacles in bicycle
motocross, or BMX. This book captures the
excitement and rush of extreme biking, from its
California origins to today's X Games and
Olympics. Readers will explore some of the
biggest names in extreme biking and learn
about exciting and challenging races. They will
also learn about the bikes, gear, styles, stunts,
and lingo associated with this speedy sport.

2016-05-24 Geoffrey Nicholson REVIEWS This
is unquestionably the finest book ever written
on the subject of cycling, bar none. the
combination of the late Geoffrey Nicholson's
(he died in 1999) observations, coupled with an
impeccable writing style, make “the great bike
race” almost a complete education in and of
itself " — The Washing-Machine Post

2017-04-15 David Streever Best Bike Rides
Long Island describes 40 of the greatest
recreational rides in the Long Island area. Road
rides, rail rides, bike paths, and single-track
mountain bike rides all get included. Most rides
are in the 5- to 35- mile range, allowing for
great afternoon outings and family adventures
(though there are plenty of challenging rides in
the mix as well). Best Bike Rides Long Island
includes a map of each ride, a log of significant
mile points, a text description of the ride, a
start-finish point with nearby motor vehicle
parking, the GPS coordinates of the start-finish
point, and color photos of one of the rides
features. Also included is information on local
restaurants, lodging, maps, bicycle shops, other
facilities for cyclists, and community resources.

1990-01-01 H. E. Thomson Animal cyclists

make a "tour of the forest" in an introduction to
the Tour de France and the sport of bicycle
racing

1999 Jason Glaser Describes the history,
equipment, and contemporary practice of snow
mountain biking.

2009 Pamela Pease Each July, nearly two
hundred cyclists embark on a race which loops
around the entire country of France. The Tour
de France is one of the most exciting and
challenging sports events in the world! Follow
the ultimate cycling adventure in the pages of
this book. Ride with Tour competitors through
the French countryside, up dramatic Alpine
mountains, then sprint to the finish line on the
streets of Paris. Learn how riders train,
strategize and collaborate in their quest for the
Yellow Jersey.
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